8340 MONOLEC PLUS® ENGINE OIL
SPARKS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, Fort Smith, AR
Six White Superior Dual Fueled Generating Sets
SIC 8062 General Medical & Sugical Hospitals

C U S TOM E R T E STIM ON IA L

36.8% Reduction in Makeup Oil!

CUSTOMER PROFILE
Sparks Regional Medical Center, Fort Smith, AR is the oldest hospital in Arkansas. They operate a Cogeneration Facility that generates electricity and steam for the hospital, and the excess electricity is sold to the
local utility company. Larry Benge is the Chief Power Plant Operator.
APPLICATION
The six White Superior dual f ueled generating sets
burn 90% natural gas mixed with 10% No. 2 diesel
fuel. The diesel fuel is used as the ignition source
for the natural gas.
AREA OF INTEREST
While using a commercial grade engine oil, the
engines were consuming an average of 34.1
gallons of oil per week, per engine.

LE SOLUTION
It was recommended they use LE’s 8340 MONOLEC PLUS Engine Oil.
CUSTOMER COST SAVINGS
Af ter they conv erted to LE’s 8340, the oil consumption dropped to
22.6 gallons per week. This was a reduction of 36.8% in makeup
oil! Another benef it was that the engines produced more steam and
consumed less fuel, plus there was less oil leaking through the
threaded pipe joints.
During the month of February 1991, Engine #1 ran 34.5 minutes
(recorded on the computer used to monitor the generator sets) with
no oil. The engines are called dry sump engines because the oil f or
all units is pumped from a storage tank in the basement. The oil
valv e f or Engine #1 was shut. After 34.5 minutes, one bearing was
on fire. The engine nev er seized--the residual 8340 MONOLEC
PLUS Engine Oil provided the needed protection. Had the crankshaft required replacement, it would hav e cost
approximately $300,000.
With LE’s 8340 MONOLEC PLUS Engine Oil protecting the engine, it did not seize, so the crankshaft
required only regrinding and was rechromed, at a cost of only $35,000. The maintenance personnel
were v ery surprised and very pleased with the performance of LE’s 8340. When the crankshaft was
installed, the rings were replaced on the original pistons, new liners and bearings were installed, and
the unit was returned to serv ice.
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From the records of Curt Belin, Director of Engineering Maintenance, the reported av erage oil cost per quarter using the
®

commercial grade engine oil was $4,045.85. The cost f or LE’s 8340 MONOLEC PLUS Engine Oil was $3,089.47, a
sav ings of $956.38
LEAPSM (Lubrication Engineers Oil Analysis Program) is used to monitor the condition of LE’s 8340 MONOLEC PLUS
Engine Oil. A copy of the LEAP on Engine #6 is shown. Note that the iron wear is minimal, as are other metal v alues.
The calcium level, left from the commercial grade lubricant, has continued to decrease as it is diluted by makeup oil.
We wish to thank Chief Power Plant Operator, Larry Benge, and LE Representative Kenneth Leding f or
the inf ormation prov ided to prepare this report.

Kenneth
Leding

Based on actual user experience. Individual results may vary. Product used not intended to supersede manufacturer’s specifications .

